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Details of Visit:

Author: kayak
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 19 Jun 2015 16:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Independent Babes
Website: http://www.independentbabes.co.uk
Phone: 01753821435
Phone: 07971943689
Notes: Formerly known as Attractions Massage. This agency has been found to have passed off
stock model photos as their escorts.

The Premises:

A suburban semi, on a reasonably busy road in Slough. Easy to park nearby, and the area feels
safe enough and you feel anonymous and unnoticed walking to the front door. I used to be a fairly
regular visitor here at some point a few years ago, but I hadn't been back in a long time. I'm glad to
say that the house has been redecorated, and the 2 bedrooms are now much more modern and
pleasant, especially the front room. 

The Lady:

The website says she's 23, but she's actually got to be closer to 30. However this is much better for
me. I hate the term MILF, but in spite of the fact I didn't see any stretch marks on her belly, so I'm
confident she hasn't had any children, I'd say she's probably the archetypal MILF. I hope she's not
offended by that description. I found her just perfect, and MILF's are getting younger every day
though anyway!

She has beautiful natural brunette hair down to her waist, and she has a slight frame, but is
beautifully curvy. Her bottom was absolutely perfect :) She also has some really elegant body art,
and not too much either. Finally, she's terrific looking, and had a lovely welcoming way about her,
and was happy to have a laugh during the session, which is always good.

The Story:

I had no idea when I decided to visit this old haunt of mine, that I would see the lady who had been
my favourite, when I regularly visited. This was about 4 or 5 years ago. So it was a wonderful
surprise, although I didn't immediately realise, as I was too busy being blown away by her sexy
charm.

We kicked it off with loads of light touching, while gently snogging. I love it when a lady gently
discovers my balls and cock while snogging, and Anna was happy to start off just like that, it was
like she read my mind. Eventually we got down to some very enjoyable oral, and the sight of this
stunning woman going down on me was top class. It was very much of the GFE style, with lots of
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eye contact, but not too wet and sloppy, which I do love, but excellent nonetheless. I had discussed
with her beforehand that I like 69 very much, and I was pleased at her enthusiastic reaction, so
without much delay we got straight down to it. I enjoy this very much, and I was delighted to be
reacquainted with Anna's extremely nice bits down there. I was in Heaven, and I could have spent
the entire session enjoying her very nice clitoris and vagina. She seemed to enjoy it too, and
rewarded me with an orgasm, followed by a kiss on my chap, and a lovely happy snog with a smile
on her face.

After that we spent the rest of the session locked together in missionary, enjoying each other's
expressions of pleasure and snogging. She finished me off on her tits.

A thoroughly excellent punt. Although I've no plans to be in the area again anytime soon, I'm
already thinking about how I can visit Slough on a Friday again some time.
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